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Sometime later, half an hour passed and Arthur slowly absorbed the energy surging within him and his strength leveled up,

reaching its peak.

"Good! Elder Thompson, you can try to get past the bottleneck of your training now," Leon said decisively next to Arthur, seeing

that the time came.

Upon receiving his instruction, Arthur immediately gathered his energy without hesitation and focused on getting to the next

power level.

Unfortunately, he was old and his bodily functions were deteriorating. Despite his efforts, he was still one step away from getting

to the next power level.

Still, he refused to give up and kept trying.

Determined, he tried dozens of times, before starting to turn pale and exhausted. His forehead was covered in sweat, but he was

still unable to get past the bottleneck of his training.

"Oh no!"

"Is Uncle Arthur failing?"

The others outside the circle felt their hearts sink at the sight, their faces paling.

They were all skilled martial artists and could tell from Arthur's looks that he was on the brink of collapsing.

It was almost certain that Arthur could not get to the next power level unless there were a miracle.

Naturally, Arthur felt the same as well. He knew that he failed and was incapable of getting past the bottleneck of his training.

"Mister Wolf, I've failed, after all," He opened his eyes and smiled bitterly in disappointment.

Though he guessed that someone his age could not get to the Peak Almighty State with a single attempt, he was desperate and

encouraged by Leon, so he decided to take his chance.

In the end, it appeared as though he failed.

This failure would become an obstacle for him, discouraging him from attempting another breakthrough in the future.

Instantly, he regretted agreeing to what Leon proposed so recklessly, but it was too late.

"You haven't failed yet! Elder Thompson, this is the most important part. Keep your eyes closed and focus!" Leon shouted.

"Oh, alright!" Arthur snapped out of it and closed his eyes to focus once again, but his heart remained heavy with despair.

He was running out of strength and his failure seemed inevitable, so he did not think that he stood a chance of succeeding, nor

did he think that Leon was capable of changing what would happen.

However, before he could sink deeper into his despair, Leon leaped into action.
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